Information Systems Minor Requirements
(current as of 4/09/13)

ISA 235 – Information Technology & the Intelligent Enterprise
ISA 245 – Database Systems & Data Warehousing
ISA 281 – Building Web-Based Applications I (Fall only)
ISA 301 – Data Communications in Business
ISA 303 – Enterprise Systems
ISA 305 – IT Risk Management, Security, and Audit (spring only)
ISA 307 – Designing Business Systems (fall only)
ISA 385 – Electronic Commerce (offered occasionally)
ISA 387 – Designing Business Systems (fall only)
ISA 403 – Building Web-Based Applications II (spring only)
ISA 404 – Business Intelligence & Knowledge Management (fall only)
ISA 406 – IT Project Management (spring only)
ISA 414 – Managing Big Data (spring only)
ISA 495 – Managing the Intelligent Enterprise (every Spring & sometimes fall)

Choose 1: ISA 303 or ISA 404
Choose 2 (The courses from this list must be different from those taken to fulfill the requirements above): ISA 281, ISA 301, ISA 303, ISA 305, ISA 385, ISA 387, ISA 399, ISA 403, ISA 404, ISA 406, ISA 414, & ISA 495

ACC 361 – Modeling Business Processes in Accounting Information Systems
ENG 313 – Introduction to Technical Writing
GEO 441 – Geographic Information Systems
IMS 440 – Interactive Media Studies Practicum
MGT 474 – Human Capital Metrics
MGT 475 – Organizational Change Management
MKT 419 – E-Commerce, Marketing, & the Internet

KEY
Required: ISA 235 & ISA 245

Choose 1: ISA 303 or ISA 404

Choose 2 (The courses from this list must be different from those taken to fulfill the requirements above): ISA 281, ISA 301, ISA 303, ISA 305, ISA 385, ISA 387, ISA 399, ISA 403, ISA 404, ISA 406, ISA 414, & ISA 495

Choose 1: (The course chosen from this list must be different from those taken to fulfill any of the requirements above): ISA 281, ISA 301, ISA 303, ISA 305, ISA 385, ISA 387, ISA 399, ISA 403, ISA 404, ISA 406, ISA 414, ISA 495, ACC 361, CSE 174, ENG 313, GEO 441, IMS 440, MGT 474, MGT 475, & MKT 419,

= Co-requisite
= Pre-requisite